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Reading Street - Elementary Reading Comprehension Program Scott Foresman Reading Street (c) 2008 is an all-new
reading instruction program for Grades PreK-6. Reading Street is designed to help teachers build readers through
motivating and engaging literature, scientifically research-based instruction, and a wealth of reliable teaching tools. The
reading program takes the guesswork out of differentiating instruction with a strong emphasis on ongoing progressmonitoring and an explicit plan to help with managing small groups of students. In addition, Reading Street prioritizes skill
instruction at each grade level, so teachers can be assured they will focus on the right reading skill, at the right time, and
for every student.
"MCP "Plaid" Phonics" Level A helps students become fluent readers. Activities help students develop spelling
(encoding), recognize words in context, and use phonics in word-building and personal writing. It provides teachers with a
direct model for integrating phonics and reading through reading activities.
"Reading Street is designed to help teachers build readers through motivating and engaging literature, scientifically
research-based instruction, and a wealth of reliable teaching tools. The reading program takes the guesswork out of
differentiating instruction with a strong emphasis on ongoing progress-monitoring and an explicit plan to help with
managing small groups of students" -- Publisher's description.
Scott Foresman(R) Leveled Readers for Grade 5 Reading Street Leveled Readers are integral to providing differentiated
instruction support. Reading Street Leveled Readers are available in print and online in the Scott Foresman Leveled
Reader Database. Leveled Readers develop and deepen the understanding of the Unit Concept and Big Question. They
allow for customization of vocabulary, and comprehension strategy and skill instruction to match student's instructional
and, or independent reading level. Concept Literacy Readers These readers support and extend the unit concept. They
are available each week to reinforce and build background for the weekly and unit concepts. They are leveled 2 years
below grade level. The text is repetitive; and there is a strong text to picture match. Below-Level Readers These readers
support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use
this text to teach the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers
range from1 to 11/2 levels below grade level. On-Level Readers These readers support and extend the unit and weekly
concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use this text to teach the same
comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers are 1/2 level below grade
level. Advanced Level Readers These readers develop and extend the unit and weekly concept. Teachers can use this
text to extend the weekly vocabulary and comprehension skills and strategies. These readers are 1 to 2 levels above
grade level.
"This book was developed jointly by Vault and INROADS, the nation's largest non-profit source of salaried corporate internships and
leadership training for high performing students of color. The Vault/INROADS Guide to Diversity Internship, Co-op and Entry-Level Programs
is intended to give students, young professionals and educators objective information and insight into the diversity programs and hiring
processes of top companies and organizations." "This guide will enable readers to match their interests and career goals with appropriate
employers and to assess diversity efforts and programs."--BOOK JACKET.
The fun and excitement of English and Language Arts learning continues in Grade 2 of Reading Street. This comprehensive and dynamic
curriculum for homeschooling is geared toward young children who have some foundational English and Language Arts knowledge and are
ready to strengthen their skills. Comprised of engaging activities, challenging content and weekly quizzes, Reading Street: Grade 2 is the
next step in your child's path toward becoming a lifelong learner and reader. As with all Reading Street products, the Grade 2 system is
formatted to help students meet certain age-appropriate goals. After completing this English and Language Arts homeschool program, your
child should be able to: Read and comprehend two-syllable words. Identify common prefixes (such as pre-, un-, or re-) and suffixes (such as
-able, -ad and -er). Correct mistakes made when reading out loud. Read books with two or more chapters. Understand the structure of stores
(i.e. beginning, middle and end). Start selecting reading materials based on his/her own interests. Identify the "who," "what," "when," "where,"
"why" and "how" of the text. While the goals of second Grade English and Language Arts are numerous, Reading Street will help you craft
engrossing lessons. Your child will garner important English and Language Arts skills while completing a workbook, reading stories and
poems, and taking assessments. Planning these lessons will be easier than ever, as all Reading Street systems are broken down into weekly
Big Ideas. All the work your child does on a given week is formulated around that single concept for an organized and challenging curriculum.
With six easy-to-follow units, Reading Street: Grade 2 is the perfect tool for homeschooling parents. Your child will enjoy the reading
selections and activities, and you'll love to see your student growing into a knowledgeable individual. We're confident that this product is the
right one for you. For more information on the specific materials found in Grade 2 of Reading Street, check out the Features and Benefits
page.
Scott Foresman(R) Leveled Readers for Grade 6 Reading Street Leveled Readers are integral to providing differentiated instruction support.
Reading Street Leveled Readers are available in print and online in the Scott Foresman Leveled Reader Database. Leveled Readers develop
and deepen the understanding of the Unit Concept and Big Question. They allow for customization of vocabulary, and comprehension
strategy and skill instruction to match student's instructional and, or independent reading level. Concept Literacy Readers These readers
support and extend the unit concept. They are available each week to reinforce and build background for the weekly and unit concepts. They
are leveled 2 years below grade level. The text is repetitive; and there is a strong text to picture match. Below-Level Readers These readers
support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use this text to teach
the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers range from1 to 11/2 levels below grade
level. On-Level Readers These readers support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary;
and teachers can use this text to teach the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers
are 1/2 level below grade level. Advanced Level Readers These readers develop and extend the unit and weekly concept. Teachers can use
this text to extend the weekly vocabulary and comprehension skills and strategies. These readers are 1 to 2 levels above grade level.
"My Sidewalks is a research-based, intensive reading intervention program that addresses the needs of struggling readers. It is designed for
students who are unable to read and comprehend grade-level material and can be used with you comprehensive core reading program. My
Sidewalks will benefit both native English speakers and English learners."--A safe place to learn
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rafts, cars, trucks, trains, kayaks, dog sleds, llamas, bicycle, air boat, submarine, and double-decker buses.
Reading 2011 Leveled Reader Grade 3.2.2 On-Level: Iguana Takes a RidePearson Scott Foresman
Scientifically research-based program supports state standards in literacy, science, mathematics, social studies, art and
music to prepare children for Kindergarten. Teacher's Guides help build and assess children's cognitive skills, alphabet
knowledge, and social-emotional development. Interactive charts with songs and activities inspire class discussion and
build oral vocabulary. Big Books, Trade Books, and Little Books provide shared reading experiences and develop
children's concepts of print.
Scott Foresman(R) Leveled Readers for Grade 2 Reading Street Leveled Readers are integral to providing differentiated
instruction support. Reading Street Leveled Readers are available in print and online in the Scott Foresman Leveled
Reader Database. Leveled Readers develop and deepen the understanding of the Unit Concept and Big Question. They
allow for customization of vocabulary, and comprehension strategy and skill instruction to match student's instructional
and, or independent reading level. Concept Literacy Readers These readers support and extend the unit concept. They
are available each week to reinforce and build background for the weekly and unit concepts. They are leveled 2 years
below grade level. The text is repetitive; and there is a strong text to picture match. Below-Level Readers These readers
support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use
this text to teach the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers
range from1 to 11/2 levels below grade level. On-Level Readers These readers support and extend the unit and weekly
concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use this text to teach the same
comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers are 1/2 level below grade
level. Advanced Level Readers These readers develop and extend the unit and weekly concept. Teachers can use this
text to extend the weekly vocabulary and comprehension skills and strategies. These readers are 1 to 2 levels above
grade level.
Scott Foresman(R) Leveled Readers for Grade 3 Reading Street Leveled Readers are integral to providing differentiated instruction support.
Reading Street Leveled Readers are available in print and online in the Scott Foresman Leveled Reader Database. Leveled Readers develop
and deepen the understanding of the Unit Concept and Big Question. They allow for customization of vocabulary, and comprehension
strategy and skill instruction to match student's instructional and, or independent reading level. Concept Literacy Readers These readers
support and extend the unit concept. They are available each week to reinforce and build background for the weekly and unit concepts. They
are leveled 2 years below grade level. The text is repetitive; and there is a strong text to picture match. Below-Level Readers These readers
support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use this text to teach
the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers range from1 to 11/2 levels below grade
level. On-Level Readers These readers support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary;
and teachers can use this text to teach the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers
are 1/2 level below grade level. Advanced Level Readers These readers develop and extend the unit and weekly concept. Teachers can use
this text to extend the weekly vocabulary and comprehension skills and strategies. These readers are 1 to 2 levels above grade level.
Scott Foresman(R) Leveled Readers for Grade 1 Reading Street Leveled Readers are integral to providing differentiated instruction support.
Reading Street Leveled Readers are available in print and online in the Scott Foresman Leveled Reader Database. Leveled Readers develop
and deepen the understanding of the Unit Concept and Big Question. They allow for customization of vocabulary, and comprehension
strategy and skill instruction to match student's instructional and, or independent reading level. Concept Literacy Readers These readers
support and extend the unit concept. They are available each week to reinforce and build background for the weekly and unit concepts. They
are leveled 2 years below grade level. In Kindergarten and 1st Grade, the levels range from Pre-K to Kindergarten. The text is repetitive; and
there is a strong text to picture match. Below-Level Readers These readers support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain
the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use this text to teach the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly
selection in Reading Street. These readers range from1 to 11/2 levels below grade level. On-Level Readers These readers support and
extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use this text to teach the same
comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers are 1/2 level below grade level. Advanced Level
Readers These readers develop and extend the unit and weekly concept. Teachers can use this text to extend the weekly vocabulary and
comprehension skills and strategies. These readers are 1 to 2 levels above grade level.
The third installment of the Reading Street series, Grade 3, delivers structured content designed for children who have a firm foundation in
English and Language Arts and are ready to continue on the path to lifelong reading. This curriculum for homeschooling brings together
classic reading selections, fun activities and parent/teacher guides to help you develop lessons that boost your student's English and
Language Arts learning. As with all levels of Reading Street, Grade 3 was created using educational research to ensure your child is guided
through his or her work by age-appropriate and cutting-edge content. Each week, your child will work through a series of reading and writing
activities that center around a Big Idea. This structure supports your child's critical thinking skills and ensures he or she builds knowledge
suitable for a child in third Grade. By the end of the year, children at this level in their homeschooling program should be able to: Read thirdgrade level material at a steady pace. Identify errors when reading aloud and know how to correct them. Answer questions using examples
from the text. Comprehend and explain main ideas found in the reading. Develop a point of view different than those of characters in stories.
Edit writing after completing it. Use transitions in writing, such as "therefore," "for example" and "also." Reading Street: Grade 3 will give you
the tools you need to achieve these learning goals during your homeschool program. Grade 3 comes in a two-volume set that's packed with
engaging reading materials and helpful teacher tools. You'll be able to keep tabs on your child's progress through this level by using the
assessment materials. If your child needs to revisit a certain lesson, you can ensure he or she does so and fully comprehends the subject.
Check out these and other great components of Reading Street: Grade 3 by visiting the Features and Benefits page.
Scott Foresman(R) Leveled Readers for Grade 4 Reading Street Leveled Readers are integral to providing differentiated instruction support.
Reading Street Leveled Readers are available in print and online in the Scott Foresman Leveled Reader Database. Leveled Readers develop
and deepen the understanding of the Unit Concept and Big Question. They allow for customization of vocabulary, and comprehension
strategy and skill instruction to match student's instructional and, or independent reading level. Concept Literacy Readers These readers
support and extend the unit concept. They are available each week to reinforce and build background for the weekly and unit concepts. They
are leveled 2 years below grade level. The text is repetitive; and there is a strong text to picture match. Below-Level Readers These readers
support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary; and teachers can use this text to teach
the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers range from1 to 11/2 levels below grade
level. On-Level Readers These readers support and extend the unit and weekly concept. They contain the same weekly tested vocabulary;
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and teachers can use this text to teach the same comprehension skill and strategy as the weekly selection in Reading Street. These readers
are 1/2 level below grade level. Advanced Level Readers These readers develop and extend the unit and weekly concept. Teachers can use
this text to extend the weekly vocabulary and comprehension skills and strategies. These readers are 1 to 2 levels above grade level.
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